Without peace, there is nothing truly human. Peace is harmony. And harmony is the highest ideal of life. --Klas Pontus Arnoldson

Koolulam: Harnessing the Power of Harmony

Koolulam is a social musical initiative aimed at empowering communities and strengthening the fabric of society. Through collaborative creative experiences, they bring together people of different backgrounds, cultures, faiths and geographies to stop everything for a few hours and sing. This iteration of Matisyahu's song, One Day, sung in English, Arabic and Hebrew, brought together 3,000 people in Haifa, Israel in February 2018. Koolulam has shown how to harness the power of musical harmony, and use it to inspire harmony in humanity. Join the movement to create social change through musical cooperation.

Be The Change:

How can you strengthen peace in your heart today? Listen to someone whose opinions differ from your own.